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Leave It To Diva

Hilarious comedy shows and MC's and Hosts

Leave it to Diva is one of Australia’s most successful
corporate entertainment groups specializing in
customized and dazzling entertainment and themed
events.

Offering a unique repertoire of characters, cabarets
and full scale productions specifically created for the
corporate market – incorporating music, comedy,
satire, fabulous costumes and the some of the best
talent in the business.

Presenting a wide range of characters and shows, Leave it to Diva can tailor a performance to suit
your specific requirements. From ‘working’ the room at your social functions, to hosting product
launches, corporate videos, PR extravaganzas, conferences, advertising pitches, boardroom
dinners and fabulous cabaret. Events can be tailored for an X Factor style theme for your aspiring
stars, a tailored operatic aria to celebrate a retiring CEO, we can also teach you to dance with the
stars or line-dance with Dolly Parton.

Also specialising in corporate video performances, scriptwriting and voice-overs, not to mention
song parodies full of ‘in jokes’ to delight your clients. Get your night off to a bang with a bonus mix
and mingle or photo opportunity to get your clients laughing before they even sit down.

Leave it to Diva has something for every occasion.

Leave it to Diva shows include...

Come Fly With Me – Your company is so successful it has its own airline! Whether you’re
flying First Class or Economy these girls will make you wish you were travelling more than
one sector!
The Priscilla Spectacular – Australia’s most glittering drag divas will thrill and entertain you
in this brilliantly costumed cleverly choreographed show that brings to life the colour,
flamboyance and fabulousness of movie Priscilla Queen of the Desert and television show I
Will Survive.
Diva By Design – With a unique repertoire of characters, cabarets and full scale productions,
Leave it To Diva can also tailor a performance to suit your specific requirements. Whether it
be Gilligan’s Island theme for Plumbing plus on Daydream Island or Casanova – A Venetian
theme for the Hong Kong Cancer Fund with an operatic version of Lady GAGA, we can meet
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the challenge.

Client testimonials

“ “This was one of the best conferences we have had. you guys are legends! – Leave it to Diva
tailored the show for our international guests ‘Cougar Air’ was a triumph”

- Global Brand Leader FCM Travel Solutions
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